Class Project

Featuring: Bohemian Bazaar

Bohemian Bazaar - Pocket Tag "Wish You Were Here!"

Designed by Gloria Stengel		
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 sheet Vivid Splendor (#4500704)
1 sheet Jasmine Nights (#4500703)
1 sheet Opulent Sunset (#4500706)
1 sheet Lap of Luxury (#4500708)
1 sheet Cardstock Tags & Pockets (#4500712)
1 sheet Bohemian Bazaar Stickers (#4500713)
1 sheet Bohemian Bazaar Chipboard (#4500714)
1 large Tag Album Staples (#4500626)

Additional Supplies & Tools:
12" White satin ribbon (1⁄2” wide), 24” White
twine, Paper trimmer, Scissors, Bone folder or
Scoring board and tool, Ruler, Corner rounder,
Sanding block, 1⁄8” Hole-punch, Glue or Adhesive
dots, Tape runner, 3D Foam adhesive

Instructions:
*All measurements are length x width.
**Use a sanding block to smooth any rough edges
on cardstock punch-outs or chipboard elements.
1. Score a Large Graphic 45® Tag Album Staples
tag at 2 1⁄2” from the bottom.
2. Cut Vivid Splendor paper to 4 x 3 7⁄8” and round
the top two corners. Use a corner rounder, or use
the rounded tag corners as a guide, to trim the
paper.
3. Attach the paper to the top of the tag, being sure
to match up the corners.
4. Apply strong adhesive to the left and right edges
of the tag, below the score line, as shown. Fold up
at the score line to form a pocket.
5. Cut Jasmine Nights (reverse) paper to 2 1⁄2”
x 3 7⁄8”. Round the top two corners. Use a corner
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rounder, or use the
rounded tag corners
as a guide, to trim the
paper. Attach the paper
to the tag pocket.

Use white twine to tie the mini chipboard tag to
the cardstock tag. Place the tags into the kraft tag
pocket.
13. Using double-sided tape,
assemble the small, cardstock envelope, making sure
to glue the top flap closed.

6. Cut Opulent Sunset
(reverse) to 2 1⁄8” x
3 1⁄2”. Attach to the
center of the pocket
with foam adhesive.

14. Attach the envelope, with
the flap side up, to the right
edge of the pocket as shown.

7. Trim out the "Wish
You Were Here" image
from a sheet of Lap of
Luxury paper. Trim to
approximately 3" x 5".
8. From
Cardstock
Tags and
Pockets,
punch out
the "Wish
you were
here" and
"wish list"
tags, and
the small
pinkbordered
tag, the
small
envelope pocket and matching ticket.
9. Select stickers from the Cardstock Stickers
sheet. The sample contains letters C, H, A and
numbers 1, 3.

15. Attach the "Bohemian
Bazaar" chipboard tag to
the left edge of the kraft
tag pocket, overlapping the
small envelope. Use foam
adhesive under
the left edge of
the chipboard.
Glue a small
chipboard
flower circle
to the left side
"Bohemian
Bazaar" chipboard tag as
shown.
16. Tie white twine to a chipboard button and
attach the button to the flap of the small cardstock
envelope. Make sure to overlap the right side of
the "Bohemian Bazaar" chipboard item. Use foam
adhesive to create dimension.

10. From the Chipboard set, punch
out the "Bohemian
Bazaar" tag, one
large button, the
mini tag, and one
flower circle.

11. Place the letter
stickers in the lower left
corner of the "Wish you
were here" tag. Place the
tag into kraft tag pocket.
12. Using a hole punch,
punch a hole in the top
of the pink-bordered tag.

17. Attach two cardstock sticker numbers to the
small cardstock ticket and attach the ticket to the
right side of the kraft pocket tag, as shown.
18. Tie a length of white, satin ribbon through the
hole at the top of the kraft tag.
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